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Describe your current position and the journey that led you here.  
I moved to the United States at 15 and enrolled in an ESOL (English for Speakers of Other Languages) 
transitional school. I got into Guilford College as part of the Bonner Scholars Program. There was a 
huge focus on working with Hispanic/Latino immigrants and refugees because those groups are 
quickly growing in North Carolina. There is this belief that immigrants cannot be educated, and I 
wanted to challenge that. So, when I came into Guilford I wanted to work on issues related to 
education. 

I had the opportunity to work with the City of Greensboro, NC, on issues related to marginalized 
communities. I was also able to serve as student body president. A lot of my journey in college was 
proving that taking a chance on someone like me was worth it. 

Now I get to work on those issues in my capacity at the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation. We provide 
grants to organizations serving North Carolinians. We also provide grant support so that Pell Grant 
students can get paid internships. My responsibilities include working with our team to read grant 
proposals and support our grantees, among other things. 

What makes your work meaningful? 
I get to work with people who want to make a difference in the world and are doing everything they 
can to make that happen. I get to work with young people specifically, which is something I strongly 
believe in. I have been fortunate to have some support and opportunities, so I want to make sure 
others have the same ability to develop themselves. 

What does an average work day and year look like for you? 
There is some internal strategic planning, traveling to meetings and strategy sessions, writing memos 
and briefs, doing research on best practices and effective policies, hiring consultants, interviewing 
potential partners, recruiting interns, and working with government agencies on issues such as 
incarceration and re-entry. There is a lot to do and no, “average day”. In addition, I serve in the 
Governor’s Advisory Council on Hispanic/Latino Affairs to advocate for and improve community issues.



What was the most important factor in landing the job you have now? 
There were at least three factors: The first was that I wanted to be in the South, especially after the 2016 
election. I wanted to go where I had the greatest impact on issues like immigration. Secondly, I wanted to 
work for an organization that would allow me to have a hand in solving many different issues. Lastly, I 
wanted to go somewhere with good mentors that could help me grow. 

What are the two best and two worst things about working in your current role or sector? 
The worst is scarcity of resources. There are so many great organizations and important issues. I want 
everybody to receive funds, but that is not possible. It is also difficult to read about all of the things that are 
happening, even in one state, and stay optimistic about solving issues. This is especially hard when I look 
at the number of applications we receive and the sheer number of people who need help. 

On the other hand, it is great to be able to work with so many impactful organizations that are making a 
difference. We cannot partner with everyone we would like to, but we can truly promote some of them. 
Finding a job right out of college where I can get to help such passionate people is awesome! The other 
major thing is working with such top-notch professionals at the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation. I am only 
22, so the opportunity to absorb everything is wonderful. I am just like a sponge in this position! 

Do you feel like you have to financially sacrifice to be in your field? Are you happy with the pay? 
You do have to make sacrifices, and you have to adjust. Sometimes you may not be able to make a certain 
sacrifice, especially if other people are in the picture, so you have to pick and choose. I do not mind 
making the sacrifices I have. I am one of those weird people that loves to work. I did not take a vacation 
until a co-worker told me my vacation days were about to expire and I would not get them back. If you find 
a place that you like to work at, and a place where you can give your best, it is easy to make sacrifices. 

If you had to name one decision, positive or negative, that has shaped your path. What is it? 
Deciding to have courage. There have been times when I am the least likely, by all measures, to be 
successful in getting an opportunity. It is surprising sometimes the situations in which you might succeed. 
If you feel that adrenaline in your blood—you are probably in the right place. If you have many days where 
you do not feel that adrenaline, you might want to reflect on your life. You will not always feel excited, but 
you want to be a little intimidated and challenged. Also, build good relationships and ask questions. 

What have been the biggest impacts Bonner has had on your life or work? 
Bonner took a chance on me. I had almost given up when James Shields (the Director of the program at 
Guilford) offered me a position. James, and other members of his team, provided me with a lot of 
mentorship throughout college. Bonner taught me to be prepared and have a plan so that I could capture 
opportunities. 

What do you wish you knew when you were a Bonner student? 
One of my weaknesses is that I like to be in control of my life. I wish I had trusted the process more. If you 
trust the process and take the time to enjoy your opportunity and environment, you can get a lot out of 
your education. I was often so worried about next steps or solving issues immediately that I missed out. 

How would you recommend interested students or individuals get involved in this field? 
It is fairly simple to make a transition into the nonprofit sector from Bonner. I always tell students that being 
involved in clubs is fine, but do it your first and second year. By the end of your sophomore year, you 
should be doing internships. Try to work on different issues and broaden your horizons. It is ok to change 
sides and find diverse work. Try to get two to three diverse internships. Be committed to your passion and 
motivation for working. Also, do a good Capstone—that is an excellent way to get in the door.


